
SWAN 264 SWAN 265

A structural graphic stroke uplifts the 
colours outside and inside the sphere, 
where they remain suspended in the air.

 

TRES FOLIE
Collection

5.



SWAN 266 SWAN 267

structure and 
volume in a single 
gesture offer a 
spherical shape of 
softly draWn lines 
terminating in a core 
of sensual intimacy

Très Folie  Poltroncina, Armchair



SWAN 268 SWAN 269

Folie is a cradle for adults that surrounds and protects 
like those of our childhood, thought to rediscover 
moments of comfort and relaxation away from stress 
and tension.

 

FOLIE
Collection

6.



SWAN 270 SWAN 271

A deliberately slender project, taking up 
little space: a small armchair that may 
serve as a passe-partout element, made-
to-measure for every occasion.

FLORA
Collection

7.



SWAN 272 SWAN 273SWAN 272

Ciprea is an expression of creativity and character that 
stands out with its elegant, retro-inspired style.

CIPREA
Collection

8.



SWAN 274

VEGAS
Collection

9.

The simple and decisive features of Vegas create a line that 
corresponds to the great creativity of 1930s/40s design. Versatile 
and flexible, Vegas can be easily customized and is suitable for 
residential and contract settings. 

SWAN 275



SWAN 276 SWAN 277



Maki
Boxer
Cake
Mousse
Praline

POUFS



SWAN 280 SWAN 281

Super-soft block-shaped elements that put no limit to 
socialisation,  enriched with the greatest comfort thanks 
to a matelassè manufacture.

BOXER
Collection

1.



SWAN 282 SWAN 283

Its name recalls the East, distant lands and exotic flavours. Its 
irregular shape embodies the spirit of fusion.

MAKI
Collection

2.



SWAN 284 SWAN 285

Rounded lines for informal comfort: 
this is the winning image of this pouf 
featuring an essential design, conceived 
to supplement easy-going, non-
conventional seats.
 

CAKE
Collection

3.



SWAN 286 SWAN 287

A soft, captivating, square-shaped pouf with a cocooning effect, visible 
stitching, born to be the ideal complement for any square shaped sofa. 

MOUSSE
Collection

4.


